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Dear Shoppers,
Festivities are in the air, and our hearts are brimming with joy and a desire to revel in the season’s celebrations. It 
is that time of year, when we want to make a few scene-stealing appearances looking our glamorous best, enjoy 
delicious food and experience new activities. As the festive spirit fills the air, we at DLF Malls have curated the 
perfect experiences to help you get ready for the hectic social calendar ahead - from beauty weekends to comedy 
shows, card parties to wedding festivities; DLF Malls has you covered.
After two long years, DLF Malls are back with several festive celebrations to kickstart the season. From the newest 
concept at DLF Mall of India, ‘The Wedding Tales’; a curated dream wedding shopping, to make your wedding 
shopping seamless and convenient. Be it that perfect lehenga, sherwani, or simply a magnificent cocktail outfit, DLF 
Mall of India spoils you with an endless array of options, all under one roof. However, the experience of a lifetime 
doesn’t end there. Being a one-stop-shop for the run-up to your big day, you can also explore a range of other 
bespoke services including consultations with an experienced entourage of wedding planners, photographers, 
henna artists, wedding cake bakers, and more under the same roof. 
To make your special day even grander, we go the extra mile to help you decipher your looks no matter the theme 
- outdoor, elegant or traditional and ethnic. But what’s the festive season without hosting your loved ones for a 
lavish meal? 
If you are keen to play the perfect host, DLF Malls has the answer to dress up your home too! That’s not all that 
DLF Malls has to offer, there is a range of activities from food to beauty and comedy. The Elle Beauty Weekender at 
DLF Promenade answers all your beauty woes. From indulging in a beauty shopping spree from the most coveted 
brands to getting up close and personal with leading personalities in the beauty industry, the 2-day event gives you 
insights into the glittering world of beauty and helps the enthusiasts ace their beauty and skincare regime. From 
makeup masterclasses to understanding the importance of wellness this power-packed weekend is a must-visit for 
all beauty and wellness enthusiasts. 
And for all fashion enthusiasts, DLF Avenue is bringing a host of surprises with its Celebration Campaign. An 
invitation to shop the most coveted styles, and pick from a myriad of brands. Create fusion style as you mix and 
match wardrobe staples from Indian designers like – Ritu Kumar, Ancestry, Jaypore, Frontier Raas and more with 
Marks & Spencer, Uniqlo, Guess, Vero Moda, ONLY. Pick Kurtis with culottes or ethnic jackets with jeans, it's time 
to get a little more experimental. 
But the buck doesn't stop at fashion with DLF Malls, it's a wholistic experience so delight your taste buds as we 
bring Germany to India with a special 3-week long Oktober Fest celebration at DLF CyberHub. Pick your choice 
of craft beer from United Breweries and unwind with musical performances and photo-ops all throughout DLF 
CyberHub. Finally break a laugh with DLF Malls’ careful curation of stand-up comedy shows at DLF Cyber Park in 
collaboration with The Laugh Store, featuring some notable comedians like – Harsh Gujral, Gaurav Gupta, Jaspreet, 
Devesh Dixit, and many more.
With the latest collections and trendsetting designs in fashion, to make you feel like your most confident. Here’s 
welcoming you all to DLF Malls - the ultimate destination to get the festive season kick-started! Fashion, beauty, 
shopping, delicious food, comedy and more!
Join us in the festivities as we make each day special for you at DLF Malls!
Wishing you a sparkling and Happy Diwali!

Executive Director, DLF Retail

All Clothing: Simran
Chokar Set: Navrang Jewels 

Pearl Bracelet: Estele
Rings: Aldo Accessories 

Décor: Pure Home and Living

Available at DLF Mall of India, Noida
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Jaypore
DLF Avenue

The Pillow Company
DLF Promenade

Pure Home + Living
DLF Mall of India, DLF Promenade  

& DLF Avenue

Home Centre
DLF Mall of India

home

 Home Décor 
  The FesTive ediT

Spruce up your home with DLF Malls’ festive season décor picks! 

As the air gets cooler and the days get shorter, fall is setting in along with the 
festive season right around the corner. With Diwali and the Wedding season inching 
closer, our homes require a festive upgrade, too. You can instantly spruce up your 
space with the addition of colour, shimmer and lighting options. Opt for a complete 
makeover or simply rearrange the furniture for a season-ready look. DLF Malls has 
curated the best in home décor to welcome the festive season with great fervour.
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FestiVe GiFtinG

For some, picking the right gift for their 
loved ones can be the toughest part of 
the festive season, and why not? It’s time 
to give back to the people who actually 
matter. Kickstart the festive season with 
DLF Malls’ carefully curated gifting ideas 
for making an everlasting impression on 
the people you care about the most. From 
timeless pieces to traditional presents, 
our top picks will make your gesture 
worth remembering. 

gifts 
of 

love

Image Credits: Kama Ayurveda/ Instagram
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NaiLeD it!
beauty

 eVerythinG salon

Looking at uncountable nail art inspirations to  
find that perfect match? Let us make that journey easy for you! 
Here are our top nail art trends for this season.

CHOCOLATE GLAZED DONUT NAILS
First the skin, now nails - Hailey Bieber has been the
brainchild behind many such beauty inspirations. A
recent one, chocolate glazed donut nails, is the hottest
trend of the season. The iridescent look is achieved
by a light caramel brown shade combined with an
opalescent top. Perfect for every occasion and every
outfit, it shouts chic, minimal and festive. You can get
this by picking any base colour of your choice, from a
bright pink to a baby blue.

MILKY NAILS
Pop sensation Jennifer Lopez recently got married to love 
of her life, wearing Ralph Lauren. But what stood out more 
were her milky white nails. Still, these nails are perfect 
for someone who is unable to decide between getting an 
opaque or a semi-opaque colour. The look is characteristic of 
a milky effect and is an ideal choice for someone who prefers 
minimalism. Typically worn with short nails, you can follow 
JLo’s pick, too, who chose to keep them long and almond 
shaped.

STARRY NIGHT
Get in the festive groove by adding a dash of shimmer to 
your life. Classy, versatile yet fun, sparkly nails can never 
go out of trend. The key is to maintain a balance and avoid 
going overboard. With tons of design options to choose 
from, you can get them on repeat. Get a classic manicure 
with shimmer just at the tip, an abstract design or full nails 
dipped in. Keep the bling to a minimum and let the colour 
sparkle under light. 

meN NeeD it too! Step aside, ladies! It’s time for men to get their 
groom on with these oh-so-indulgent treatments  
to bring back that macho and radiant glow.

Ditch the Oil
The art of looking good is as much a man’s prerogative as 
it is a woman’s, and what better way to care for your skin 
than indulge in a skin rejuvenating treatment at Looks Sa-
lon, DLF Malls. As the weather changes, so does your skin; 
we recommend you treat yourself to the Deep-cleansing 
Facial at the salon and get those pores breathing again.

Hair Us Out
Tweak at DLF Avenue offers a wide range of hair rituals 
that you just can’t ignore. Whatever your worry, their 
experts are sure to massage it all away with absolute pre-
cision. Try Tweak’s Premium Rituals for an other-worldly 
experience.      

Dip your Toes
Unnoticed yet noticed, your feet bear your handsome 
burden all day long. It’s time you paid them the attention 
they deserve. Step into Geetanjali Salon at DLF Malls and 
treat your toes to a mind-numbing foot massage by their 
expert pedicurists.
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Your dream outfit calls for the perfect makeup to match, 
but getting the whole look right can be a daunting task. 
“To begin with, less is more for the millennial bride of 
today. Inspired by the international fashion trend, brides 
want a clean and sleek look, simple hair and understated 
eyes. ‘Minimalistic’ is thus the operative word this wedding 
season,” says our guest contributor and makeup artist, 
Samaira Sandhu. 

To get their bridal look right without going overboard 
with the opulence, brides can opt for the prominent shine 
of glitter for their special day to add sparkle to a heavily 
embroidered bridal outfit. “I try to incorporate modernism 
with traditional elements in bridal makeup. While the outfit 
and jewellery reverberate around heritage, makeup gives 
the new generation of brides the opportunity to neutralise 
the sparkle with understated, stylish makeup,” says the 
expert. 

iT looks 
besT 
when iT’s 
minimal

beauty

Avoid the overdo of sparkle and shine with 
understated nude makeup to complement your 
luminescent jewellery 

For a daytime Mehendi look, play with vivid matte 
colours for effervescence

Don’t go for ultra-voluminous hair and accessories, and 
avoid too much glitter on both eyes and lips

Go smokey with metallic on eyes while keeping the 
lips nude and understated
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coVer story

ruN-up 
to the 
biG day
with Mouni Roy

If you are a bride or groom to be, 
then you know the unprecedented 
amount of pressure that comes 
with wedding preparations, and the 
run-up to the ‘Big Day’ can leave you 
feeling frazzled, overwhelmed and 
mind boggled. Planning a wedding 
can be an ardous task, but if you’ve 
decided to take on a majority of the 
responsibilities, organisation is key 
to keeping everything on track! 

And when it comes to wedding 
advice, who better than a newly wed 
to share some? Cover star Mouni 
Roy believes in enjoying the process. 

Creative Direction & Styling: Abhishek Arora
Photographer: Manasi Sawant 

Make Up: Albert Chettiar
Hair Artist: Queensly Chettiar

Location Courtesy: Hilton, International 
Airport, Mumbai

Art Direction: Bhagyashree & Yogesh 
Artist Reputation Management: Raindrop Media 
Wardrobe Courtesy: DLF Mall of India, Noida

To watch the full interview, scan the QR Code

Bralet: Hunkemoller
Red Lehenga Skirt: Meena Bazaar
Chokar & Pendant: Swarovski 
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coVer story

But when it came to planning a wedding, here’s what Mouni shared 
with DLF Malls. “To be honest, I was working throughout and could not 
help much with planning the wedding. It was our wedding planner who did 
everything but, yes, my husband and I were extremely involved, and we 
participated in choosing the décor, the food, etc.” With wedding functions 
the celebrations were doubled and having an authentic wedding for the 
South Indian and Bengali celebrations were non-negotiables for her.  
“It was an amalgamation of a Malayali and Bengali wedding; we wanted 
it to be an authentic wedding. During the wedding with Bengali rituals, 
everything was all Bengali, whether it was the flower decoration or the 
food, or the outfit that people wore. So, I think both the wedding planner 
and us together did a great job of putting it up in a very, very short time.” 
 
We also got up, close and personal with Mouni Roy for a quick rapid fire!

If you were to style yourself for a Bollywood hit number, what would it be?
It will depend on the genre of the song - a Western song, an Indian song, an Indian classical 

number, a slightly peppy number or a hip hop thing; it will depend on the genre.

Rapid Fire
wItH

mouni Roy

Describe your style in few words?
My style is chic and comfortable.

traditional wedding or anti trend rite?
Traditional! I am an Old Schoolgirl.

what would be your favourite wedding shopping destination in NCR?
All the DLF Malls.

A beauty hack that you use regularly?
To be very honest… just drinking lots of water.

You have an enviable body. what is the secret to achieve that?
I would say home food and regular exercise.

Skin regime for glossy skin?
Make sure you use lots of sunscreen. Day creams and night creams are also a must 

and, of course, stay well hydrated.

Was it difficult to make a switch from TV to films?
No, not at all. It was not difficult to make the switch.

when you are not shooting, how do you spend your time?
When I am not shooting, I travel, read and eat a lot!

Your 4 AM friend? I am never up at 4 am; I sleep at 10:30 pm.

If not an actor, what would you be? An IAS Officer.

One line for LGBtQ+ relationships? I feel love is love.

A fashion trend you are currently obsessing over?
I am a saree girl forever.

the most expensive fashion item you own? 
Bags.

One thing you cannot tolerate? Dishonesty.

A pet peeve? Bad breath, foul smell.

Red flags in a marriage? Disrespect.

Heels or sneakers? Sneakers.

Colour block or monotone? Monotone.

A show you have been watching?
Tehran on Apple TV.

what are you craving now?
French fries with peri peri and aglio olio pasta.  

Gown: S&N by Shantanu & Nikhil
Earrings: Swarovski

Handcuff: Isharya
Heels: Dune London

Wardrobe Courtesy: DLF Mall of India, Noida
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Jumpsuit: Simran 
Earrings: Zara 

Ring: Ramaya
Heels: Steve Madden

Wardrobe Courtesy: DLF Mall of India, Noida 

Dress: Ritu Kumar
Earrings: Swarovski
Chokar: Zara
Rings: Navrang Jewels
Wardrobe Courtesy: DLF Mall of India, Noida

Mouni Roy is a name to reckon with not only in the TV industry but also on the big screen. With her impeccable performance in Brahmastra that recently hit cinemas, 
Mouni has been highly appreciated for her acting skills. In January this year, the star married her long-time boyfriend Suraj Nambiar in an intimate wedding at The 
Hilton, Goa. From a fun-filled mehendi to two weddings (a South Indian and a Benagli-style wedding), the actor vowed to be wedded in sheer style, and might we add 
her fashion choices were anything but usual. A dreamy wedding and swoon-worthy pictures soon flooded the internet. Mouni said, “Don’t be stressed, have fun with 
every little thing that you do because all the fun is in the small things, so enjoy the journey rather than being stressed about it.”
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Get, Set, Wed! 
Now that you have found ‘the one’ to be married to, next comes the overwhelming task of planning the perfect day! From venue to food and 
making your guests feel most comfortable, the event calls for some major organisation! But where do you begin? Let’s first narrow down all that 
you may need for your wedding – clothes for your trousseau, putting together a makeup kit, jewellery to glam up the outfit, footwear, home 
décor accents and furniture to do up your new home, and possibly a few wedding favours as well. Ahead of your special day, DLF Mall of 
India is here to give you a helping hand, and share the joy of planning your wedding. Remember, this is your wedding after all, so try to have 
some fun. Amidst the chaos, it’s essential to find a few moments of peace and tranquility. 

So, here’s a list of all that you need a few months before you vow to be wedded. 

wedding checklist for 

the bride & groom 

Set a date 

Pick a wedding venue 

Send out save the dates 

Finalise your wedding clothes

Book a DJ and photographer 

Book your honeymoon

Take ‘some’ favours 

Enjoy the process! 1. FiRST ThingS FiRST, FiguRE OuT a 
bUDGET & SET YOUR wEDDING DATE
It might be overwhelming, but the first thing before you start planning or ideating 
is to set a wedding date and a budget. Give yourself a margin because more often 
than not one tends to exceed the budget. Once you zero down on a date, it helps 
you create a constructive plan and work towards an estimated timeline.

4. Pick yOuR wEDDing OuTFiTS, 
jEwELLERY & TROUSSEAU 
Now, it’s time to shop! If you want to do away with the pressure of going from store 
to store, we suggest finding solace at DLF Mall of India, because they have it all. 
Make it a one-stop shop for all wedding-related shopping.

3. FiguRE OuT yOuR guEST LiST & SEnD 
OUT SAvE THE DATES 
It’s your day, so sit down with the families and your fiancé to know who all you want 
to celebrate the occasion with. Make a guestlist, let people know you’re getting 
married and have them block their calendars just for your special day.

5. BOOk a MakEuP aRTiST, 
pHOTOGRApHER & Dj
Once you’ve shopped and been able to finalise your look, it’s time to pick a makeup 
artist. You can opt to book your bridal makeup at the salon or pick from a range of 
celebrity makeup artists, but we suggest a trial before picking one. 

6. FiguRE OuT a ThEME anD a caTERER 
FOR yOuR wEDDing 
Now that all the bookings are done, you can look into the finer details, from the 
wedding décor to food choices. Enjoy the phase of creating pin boards for your 
wedding and go food tasting to finally pick a caterer that you like. Schedule time with 
the head chef and tell them what you would like to serve and in what manner. Maybe 
even request for a few specials, and if you want to go the extra mile, don’t forget a 
wedding cake! It doesn’t end there, though; you would also need to decide the exact 
time, layout and materials. 

7. wEDDing FavOuRS & giFTing iTEMS
Finally make your wedding guests feel special as you present them with tokens 
and thank them for being a part of the celebrations. From home décor pieces to 
dinnerware, makeup essentials or just a pocket square, DLF Mall of India has 
something for everyone.

8. pLAN YOUR HONEYMOON
Now that all the hectic work is done, you can get to the fun part -- planning your 
honeymoon! This is probably one of the most exciting moments of your wedding and 
also the one you’d be looking forward to the most. 

2. pICK A wEDDING vENUE
Now that the miscellaneous tasks are down, it’s time to get out of your home and 
go hunting for venues. Start looking for a venue at least 6 months prior to the date. 
Whether you want a destination wedding, a wedding at a farm, or one in a 5-star 
hotel, it all requires time, and we suggest having two to three alternatives on your 
list to be on the safer side.

PlanninG The big day 
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BriDes of Today
What are modern-day dream weddings made of? A loving partner with whom you are going to spend your whole life, a 
picturesque location for the big event and, of course, exquisite ensembles. Whatever your personality type, your big day must 
be a representation of it. Quirky, quiet, classy or bold - your D-day ensemble is the perfect way to tell the world who you are 
and what you love! Here are some looks to get you started on the search. 

Lehenga: Anantam 
Draped Red Saree: Satya Paul 
Maang Tika & Earrings: Aarouhi 
Duffle Bag: Steve Madden 
Golden Heels: Charles and Keith
Pink boots: ZARA

Bralette: ZARA
Suspender & Stockings: Hunkemoller
Earrings & Necklace: ALDO 
Bracelet: ALDO Shoes

Palazzo & Bralette Set: Anantam 
Orange Blazer: ZARA 

Choker & Bracelet: Isharya
Heels: woods London

FestiVe lookbook
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FestiVe lookbook

FESTiVE BEGinS WiTH YOU,
celebration SHOPPinG 
STaRTS aT dlF aVenue
DLF avEnuE is the new age fashion and food destination 
that is specially designed for the Millennials of today. The 
eclectic mix of brands, it hosts are a shopping treat for the 
shoppers. 

it caters to the class that is ahead of its times and is 
looking for newer experiences. 

This Festive Season 2022, DLF avEnuE is bringing a 
bouquet of surprises for its fashion lovers. 

Since they say that your fashion is your signature 
therefore, DLF avEnuE is inviting you to shop and create 
your own festive fusion styles the latest festive collection 
available all across DLF avEnuE.

a myriad of beautiful brands like Suvasa, Ritu 
kumar, ancestry, Jaypore, Frontier Raas, navyasa, 
Mulmul, kalpana, house of Raisons and many more 
can now be teamed up with Marks & Spencer, 
uniqlo, guess, vero Moda, OnLy, S&n by Shantnu 
and nikhil and many more of your choice to create 
a unique fusion look and to make a festive fashion 
statement you always wanted to.

Flip through this festive season campaign and 
you may find your look this season and then come 
and start a new trend with your choice of brands, 
accessories or attires. By putting together the best 
of indian and western styles only at DLF avEnuE!
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suit your style 

cocktail 
SOiRéE

If you are the man of the hour, then you know you 
need to make a powerful impact with your attire. 
From sharply tailored suits to dapper Jodhpuri pants 
and slick Nehru jackets, a groom’s wardrobe should be 
an amalgamation of styles. Because why should brides 
have all the fun? So all you grooms, take note - these 
outfits will see you through till the big day!

ROck-ing a Tux
Originating as a relaxed alternative to formal occasion wear, the black 
tuxedo epitomizes the potent sartorial symbol of ceremony. Get ready 
for the adventurous, classy tux look. 

TIp TO TOE 
Gone are the days, when men went crazy only for the classic shoes. The 
blingy days are here. With blingy shoes and slighty jazzed up look, make a 
bold statement this festive season. 

Tux On ThE ROLL 
If your style resonates with classic silhouettes and 
well-tailored suits, then add more spice to the taste 
with a black tuxedo.  

wALK IN MY SHOES
A blingy shoe is an evergreen match. Match it with 
a pair of trousers or your favourite denims and you 
are good to go in a jiffy. Keep your shoes classy and 
blingy, we suggest.

THE ELEGANT wALK 
This festival, embrace asymmetrical hemlines and 
avantgarde drapes with a contemporary touch. A 
perfect style statement for the eclectic groom.

There is nothing more 
beautiful than a well weaved 
marriage of traditional and 
modern silhouettes. Lately, 
classic pieces have been 
spotted again.

– Shantanu & Nikhil 

tREND tALK

Image Credits: Minizmo  
 

 
Image Credits: Shahid Kapoor spotted 

wearing Shutiq

 
Image Credits: Dhairya 
Karwa spotted wearing 

Shutiq 

 
Image Credits: Shutiq

Image Credits: Karan Johar
spotted wearing Shutiq
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SHinE 
SHimmER 
sparkle

Glam it up

More is More
When it comes to attire, nothing makes a statement 
quite like a sequins dress. Pick a colour that best 
suits your personality, because when you step out 
for the night this one is surely going to make you the 
talk of the town. Darker hues like black, bottle green 
and red are impressive options, but silver, gold and 
pinks truly make the mark. Keep your accessories 
minimal and amp up the glam with smokey eyes for 
an unforgettable look. 

Fancy Feet
If you are someone who believes in being 
understated yet making their presence felt, add 
sparkle with a good pair of statement heels. Opt for 
metallic pumps in a vibrant shade or simply pick out 
jewel-encrusted pumps. For those of you who prefer 
block heels and wedges, ensure the pair comes with 
some embellishments. 

High Shine
The final touch to tie a look together? Handbags! 
Whether you have a fetish for handbags or not, it’s 
every woman’s desire to have one that matches 
every outfit, and for night outs, the bling needs to be 
amplified. Style your look with a metallic bag when 
you want your attire to be highlighted or pick out a 
sequin, jewelled clutch to take your ensemble up a 
few notches. 
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BEST TimE EVER

tREND tALK

Create an unforgettable impression, this festive season in Forever New’s statement dresses featuring shimmers and sequins with their new brand ambassador, Pooja Hegde.
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oWn your style

Dapper iN deTails
Accessories make or break a look – and that is a fact! Be it menswear or womenswear, accessories play a pivotal 
role in transforming every ensemble from basic to eye-catching and unique. Your choice of accessories and how 

you style them can often lend a dapper look to an otherwise basic suit, Nehru jacket or kurta set. To help you 
narrow down the options, here’s our edit of versatile men’s accessories to add finesse to any look. 

tudor
Availability: Kapoor watch Co., DLF Mall of 

India & DLF Promenade

Availability: Marks & Spencer, 
DLF Mall of India, DLF 

Promenade, DLF Avenue  
& DLF CyberHub
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TIMELESS wATCH
No look is complete without a 

timepiece that’s extraordinaire. 
Throw on an exquisite watch that 

works as the perfect finishing 
touch. 

vELvETY TOUCH
This velvet bow tie adds a luxe finishing touch 
to your most formal outfits. This pre-tied style 

is an easy-to-wear wardrobe staple. 

pOCKET SqUARE
Pocket squares are your best friend when 

you wish to dial up the dapper quotient of a 
suit. Opt for quirky prints and bold colours to 

make them stand out.

bELT Up
When in doubt, turn to a belt - an 
elevated classic that makes for a 
great investment no matter the 

occasion.

pIN IT ON
Looking to add some bling to your 

attire? Cufflinks and brooches should 
be on the radar. Pick out diamond 

and gold cufflinks for a regal look, or 
pin on a brooch for a royal touch.

SHOE Up 
It’s what you do with what you wear 

that makes for style. Shoe up, because 
the festive season is here. Take your 

basic suit up a few notches with a 
striking premium shoe collection. Make 

your style statement, with elegant 
comfortable footwear design with 

a touch of unique innovation for the 
discerning modern man.

THROw SHADE
Sunglasses are an MVP for a day 

look. Simply put on a pair of trendy 
shades to transform your outfit in an 

instant. 

Availability: Satya Paul 
Accessories,

DLF Mall of India

Hugo
Availability: the Collective, 

DLF Mall of India

Hugo
Availability: Dayal Opticals, 
DLF Mall of India, DLF 

Promenade, DLF Avenue  
& DLF CyberHub

Availability: Shutiq,
DLF Promenade

Availability: S&N by 
Shantanu and Nikhil,  

DLF Promenade &  
DLF Avenue
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To keep all the pleats intact while 
the drape is in process, pleat 
your saree from below and bank 
it between your legs. Pull the 
pleats from the top and align it. 
 
When opting for a chanderi 
saree, be sure to pick out good 
quality chanderi to avoid it 
flairing up. 

Always wear the footwear before 
draping the saree so you get the 
perfect height.

The best way to set the crease on 
the pleats and drape after you 
have worn your saree is using a 
hair straightener. 

tips to Drape the 
Perfect Saree 
by Dolly Jain 

1
2
3
4

eXpert speak

Image Credits:  
Dolly Jain/ Instagram

turn it Around
Offering a modern spin to the traditional drape, 
the beauty is in how this style blends both timeless 
fashion and contemporary silhouettes. Ditch the 
regular pallu style and let it drape to the front, 
keeping the attire fuss free. 

the Bolder the Better 
Add quirk to the traditional drape with fun colours and 
long, elegant pallus. Keep your look traditional or add 
a bit of modernity with a flower garland in your hair 
bun or leave it open; whichever way you go, you’re 
going to look mesmerising. 

tassle Away
Dressy and classy, this tassled saree by Meena Bazaar 
is just what you need to dazzle friends and family at 
the next get-together. Pair it with heavy earrings and 
matching glitter sandals or keep your look simple with 
dazzling diamonds. 

Sartorial and Sassy
Steal the limelight and make a power-packed entrance as you embrace a saree with 
bold, quirky prints this festive season paired with contemporary silver jewellery to add 
elegance and style to your look. Try heavy earrings with a chunky necklace, too. 

the trendy One
Get on the right side of the trend-list as you pick out these sarees by Ritu Kumar. Try 
wearing the pallu around your neck and jewellery that is in a contrasting colour to 
complete the look. The ornamentation is sure to make you stand out in a crowd.  

tHe 
arT of 
draping
The beauty of the traditional six-yard drape is being 
re-invented with every passing year. Each year brings 
the addition of a new saree style, from ruffle sarees to 
pre-draped ones. But there is no denying the beauty of 
the classic drape. However, the advantage is the ease 
with which these contemporary and modern saree 
styles can fit into all style genres. Whether you wish to 
keep it classic, edgy or sartorial, there’s something for 
everyone this festive season! DLF Malls has handpicked 
the best draping styles to suit every style persona. 
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With every 6 yards, I see 360 
possibilities of drapes, folds & 
pleats.

“
Dolly Jain

tREND tALK
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Bonjour India
Promoting Art & Culture with Embassy of France

Kungfu Panda 
Meet & Greet

Minions: Rise of Gru
Meet & Greet

Camp tinder
Musical Evening Connecting People

Gin Explorer’s Club
2nd - 3rd April

ALDO Disney 
Collection Launch

28th April

Verified Festival
15th May

Sunset Festival
4th - 5th June

tinder Queer 
Made Event

25th - 26th June

Ice Cream Social 4.0
2nd - 3rd July

Beauty Masterclass 
with Anastasia Beverly Hills

13th July

 Singapore Food Festival
27th Aug - 11th Sep

Chandrayaan VR
An Immersive Experience of Chadrayaan 

Expedition for all Age Groups

Beauty Masterclass with 
SAMAIRA SANDHu

HELLO Style talk
Shivaan and Narresh

Beauty Masterclass
by Isha Khanna

Celebrating

 75 Years of 
Independence 

with Navy Coast Guards

DLF MaLL oF InDIa DLF promenaDe 
customer enGaGment at dlF malls

COMMONS Launch Party: 6th May
Delhi Cocktail Week: 26th - 28th August

Yellowstone International 
Film Festival
30th September

PuMA Birthday Bash

Cult Fit Dance Fitness 
Party with Nora Fatehi  

DLF avenue

DLF  
cyber park

DLF  
cyberhub
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OCt
Stand-up Comedy Shows with The 

Laugh Store 

Oktoberfest (DLF CyberHub)

OCt
Festival of Hope

noV
DLF Artisanal Market 

(November - December)

OCt
Wedding Tales 

Diwali Campaign + Festivities 
Chandni Chowk ki Gulliyan 

Halloween Doggie Party 
Active Noida

OCt
Celebration Fusion Shopping Campaign 

Wheel of Happiness – Diwali Decor
Pub Crawl @ COMMONS

Rang De Korea Fest 
Diwali Special Market @ The Market Square

noV
Toast – Wine & Beer Festival

Tale of Us @ Live 
 Winter Special Market @ The Market Square 

noV
DLF MOI 2.0 Brand Campaign  

Children’s Day  
Autumn Winter’22 Launch  

Black Friday  Sale
Midnight Shopathon  

D
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upcominG eVents

OCt
Invincible Festival

Oktoberfest 

noV
Konnichiwa Japan Festival 

Beard & Moustache Championship 

D
LF 
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OCt
Elle Beauty Weekender 
Diwali Carnival @ Hub 

Sparkle & Splurge – Diwali
Re-Launch of Zara Flagship Store 

Gold Festival 

noV
Pret & Couture AW

Simba Uproar
Black Friday  SaleD
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DLF MaLL oF InDIa DLF PROMENADE

DLF avenue

DLF CYBERHUB

HORIZON PLAZA

store launches

upcominG store  launches

noV
DLf maLL of iNDia
Miniso
Taavi
Mango Kids
La Martina

DLf promeNaDe
Costa Coffee

OCt
DLf maLL of iNDia
Tribe by Amrapali
Shaya by Carat Lane
Saundh

DLf promeNaDe
High on Churros
Neal’s Yard Remedies

DLf aveNue
Little Tags Luxury
The Leather Works Co.
Beauty Luxe
Anastasia Beverly Hills
Neal’s Yards Remedies
Nicobar
Mango Man
Mango Kids
Tickled Pink
Flow Brew & Dine
Zoet

HorizoN pLaza
QuQu
Pauls SCAN THE 

qR CODE 
TO KNOw 
MORE



HARERA Registration No.: RC/REP/HARERA/GGM/547/279/2022/22 dated 02.04.2022
HARERA Website: https://haryanarera.gov.in  
Promoter - M/s DLF Exclusive Floors Private Limited
Project Name – lndependent Floors at DLF City Phase I and III

Disclaimers: All information, images and visuals, drawings, plans or sketches shown herein are only an architect’s impression, representative images or artistic renderings and not to scale. Nothing contained herein intends to constitute a legal offer and does not form part of any legally binding agreement and/
or commitment of any nature. The Company endeavours to keep the information up to date and correct. Recipients/ viewers are advised to exercise their discretion in relying on the information shown/ provided and are requested to verify all the details, including area, amenities, services, terms of sales and 

payments and other relevant terms independently with the Sales Team/ Company, have thorough understanding of the same and take appropriate advice prior to concluding any decision for buying any Unit(s) in the Project. All specifications and amenities mentioned herein are actual specifications, amenities 
and facilities provided by the Company as per approved plans. **Specifications given are as filed with HARERA, Gurugram. The extent/number/variety of the equipment/appliances are tentative and liable to change at sole discretion of the Promoter. Applicant/Allottee shall not have any right to raise objection in 

this regard. *Taxes and statutory charges extra as applicable and terms and conditions apply. ***Club is not a part of the project/offering and the same is not owned/managed by the Promoter. The Company reserves the right to withdraw the scheme at its discretion. Terms and conditions apply.

Live life better today 
One home per floor**

Dedicated covered car parking bay
Designated staff and storage rooms

Seamless connectivity between Delhi and Gurugram

Freedom of space for all your 
family in the heart of the city

AT  D L F  C I T Y  P H A S E  I  &  I I I

4-bedroom residences starting at 3.4 Cr.* 
To know more, call +91 8929 005 807


